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continueing to t�re personal inventory merns 

me ans tome that vie form a habit of looking at our Bell's our n 

attitudes , our actions, and our relationships on a regular 

basis. I try to come up v,ith honest evaluations s.L1d to put 

out more or less energy in certain areas I'm concerned With. 

It's very im:·,ortant to l-::eep shar:L.""lg ni th other people so that 

When you come up with a rationalization for seeing riositive 

in a negative behat5ior v,e can be told about it v1hen 1.ve can't 

be honest v1i th 01.u-sel ves, Sometimes we are too .personally 

involved v,ithour problems 8Xld donot see tne nee;a·ti-le aspects. 

involved. I feel it is also hitportont to ho.ve strong support 

for tne fact that it is easier to 2.duit we were wrong to someone 

v,e feel close ibq_ end lmov, they vron' t reac.:t too 1orcei'ully, 

Gontradictdiny; to the 4th ster> vthere we had to lay our 

inventory out in an easily pe1'cieved fashion because we fi:i.·st 

dich1�H lmon how to to.kc inventory and second had a lot of 

built up inventory to ta}�e, we norr lmow what our values are 

and how to deal Hith sustaining them • For we can. t�e inventor 

on a regular bas is and ca.'1 2..dJ:1 � t our ·.-1ronc;s for we fovri.d that 
·(-

); 
r,, 

A'.f� I, 

out by m2.ki.11.g amends in the..::::Lf.Jstip. v:e also hope to J,l.ave 

enough comnon sense now in dealing with people that vie c2-.,.YJ. 

promptly adrni t in a po.siti ve manner ie; if we are MgTy at 

someone because they hurt us or did us wrong our old reaction 

would be rcvenc;e now vie };:nov1 v;e c311 deal ·,•1.i.th that a11ger 

without having to go directly to the source mcl without 

having to be come physically violent, 
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When I am off mn my own with only God to keep me out of trouble and with out 

1enefit of the N.A. people around, I find that my self will can move in fast. I 

:an become suseptable to doing things that I feel very odd about doing, such as 

;tealing tomatoes from a neighbos garden, or contemplating some act I feel bacld 

bout. I could, for , example, have a resentful attitude, maybe because things weren't 

.oing as I wanted �hem to thah day and feel like isolating myself from people. 

So I have the way of the primary purpose of every na group, I make it my way 

1:wxx to carry the message to the addict who still suffers and to practice these 

·incliples in all my affairs. To follow it in spirit it is to stay clean and 

.iber and carryn the message to th addict who still suffers fronm his or 

,r active addiction. 

HEADING OFF OUR SHORCOMINGS 

The best weay for me to tell if a short coming is screwing up my life is step 

10. It is interwoven in my life as a check against the subtle but painful defects 

of charactor or short comings if you will. The difficult thing is to recognize when 

a defect·of character is actually wordiing it's way from the horizon to the center of 

my life. 

Actually, when I am felling funny about something that I am about to do, am doing, or 

have done, I h�ve an awareness of a defect or short coming opposing the will of 

God in my life. This awaresess is called my consience. 

If there is something that I have done, whether it was 5 minutes or 5 years ago 
'' .. 

. and if it creeps into block me from th will of God thenthe�e are a numbers of things 

that I can do. After there is a definite procedureI follow. First, since I have •.· 

surrendered to what the people in N.A. have told me, I quickly recall that what I did 

Wa5 because (I) was sick, AND THAT IT IS NOT WORTH DYING OVER. Thus thi. -king, I have 

afformed the desire to stay clean and sober in spite of the dilema, no matter how 

large it may seem. Also, I have affinned my surrender to you people of N.A. and 

only then do I over come the aleenation of being a drug addict. Then, I put myself, 

through the grace of God, in his hands to make me a better person. Only this placing 

of my trust in God, sllows me to write step 10 out fearlessly and thougoughly. Also 

my surrender to God and the people in N.A. gives me the integrity to share 

what I have written with another human being in N .A. ,usually my sponser. He usually 

gives me some feed back, such as "Jus dont do things that you fell funny about beforw 

you do them, so you won't feel funny later." 



The Tenth Step is this: 

"We continued to take personal inventory and when we 

were wrong promptly admitted it. 11 

;we are creatures of habit. Those defects of character which 

we found Jn the Fourth Step (and probably somewhich we didn't see 

at the time) are deeply ingrained in our being. The'thief of 

twenty years; the liar or 1
1exaggerator 11 of twenty years does not 

transform easily into an honest or forthright person. Especially 

in times of stress, when we must endure hunder, anger, loneliness 

or weariness, we are vulnerable to the old ways of thinking and 

reacting. In t�ose times it seems more expedient and somehow less 
..=:-·_ 

dangerous to drive the wagon of our livets in the old ruts of self 

deception rather than to braYe the new and seemingly dangerous 

terrain of lt§)nesty. It is difficult to be brave on--an_ empty belly. 

It is an unusual person who can be vigilant when they are exhaust

ed or who can be tolerant when angry or who can be confident when 

lonely. We used d�uia'e�ery d ay, without a qualm. It 1 use �he tools we have to 
s necessary to . stay .. cl_ea,z:i. and 

genceThat•s why you hear 
sober with 

advise 't· 1· · · 
those who have 

the same dili
been around· a while 1e·newcoine " .· r-- Don It get too hungry, or too tired." Many use 
too anur o Y, too lonely the word UALT as a rem· d A for angry, etc. 

in er--H for Hungry, 
This highlights the preventative ask yourself as 

part of the Tenth St you go through 
yourself becomin 

. ep. 
the day--especially if you .find 

You 

- g upset or uncomfortable uA some old ?attern of fear 
, m I being sucked in by or resentment? gry? Is my Am I too tired? Too hun-thinki;g getting cloudy? 



the preventative side of the Tenth Step. 

more we use it, the less we will need the corrective side. Some-

The 

times we �re going to revert a little and we are going to do
0

things 

we ourselves disapprove of. When this happens the Tenth Step is 

there to keep us from slipping back into the .shadow land of guilt
p 

hard feelings and remorse. We examine ourselves on a daily basii. 

Did we cause someone harm? Do we need to make an amend? If we do, 

we take care of it as soon as possible. When these things are left 

undone, they have a way of festering like an infection. We get to 

our sponsor--we are honest, we take the indicated action, and we 

learn ana grow from it. 

Many of ,these things which, in the beginning, seem so diffi

cult, prove to be our greatest sources of growth and strength. We 

do not do these things because we are altruistic. We do not apol

ogize to the one we harmed out of any great compassion or natural 

inclination to be kind. We do it first and foremost because it is 

the only way we know for addicts of our type to change our basic 

characters and for us, like it or not, the law is, change or die. 

Not wish�ng to die, we try to change. At first, we pretty much ., .. . ''act as if"·we believe in this new life. We are tolerant of others 

because resentment or impatience could kill us. Of course, as time 

goes by, we try to grow spiritually, so that our old ways of self

ishness and fear may gradually be replaced with fellowship and love. 

For this'reason, Narcotics Anonymous has the Eleventh Step on the 

road to recoverv_ 

•.-re co.n' t f;.}.'J.)Gct much to change. '1'1-:e p:cogr2.,.>;1 recommends z;1a.ny 

o:-__;peci2.J.J_y :i:'o:c 

and vre' J.l ce 
- . 

serio'...1s.ly l 

is 

ne 

old 

ever tooJ.: them so 
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t t 1 thl·s 1·s It gives us a way of You can see what a grea oo • 

avoiding grief before we bring it on ourselves. It's a sort of 

l·nsanity--provided w� use it on a continuing 
vaccinatlfn against 

daily bas)i s. 


